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I -  INTRODUCTION 

The following paper IB baBed on personal experience in the 

establishment in I963 of the first professional busii ess school 

in the Dominican Republic, -/in the subsequent efforts to adapt 

that school to the realities of that country, and on observations 

made during visits to similar institutions in other Latin American 

countries. 

II -    THE PROBLEM 

A.      The Need for Dynamic Innovative Management in the Leas 
Developed Countries (LDC'sJ 

With the increase in international competition,  and in face of 

the danger of multinational corporations and foreign investment, 

family enterprises, which compose the majority of all enterprises 

in the LDC's,  are becoming increasingly concerned with the need to 

obtain professional management. 

The public enterprise sector,  which is rapidly growing in many 

LDC'e,   sometimes at the expense of foreign enterprises,   sometimes 

at the expense of the family-owned enterprises,  and sometimes through 

the creation of new activities pre-empted for the government,   is also 

demanding professional management. 

Further, the LDC'e are faced    ith the need to mece very complicated 

ohoices under great uncertainty, as to the types of industries to be 

established and the technologies to be employed.    Already established 

oompanies need to revise their administrative methods to improve their 

productivity and thus their competitiveness.    A very special type öf 

management is required to carry out these activities under suoh 

conditions, very different from the management required for well- 

establiohed efficient firms under stable conditions in developed oountriea. 

U The School of Administration and Economics of the Universidad 
Madre y Maestra (UCMM). 
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In short,   the degree of availability of well trained management 

may be one of the most  important  factors determining the rate of 

growth of the economies of the LDC' 3. 

Ideally,  management in the LDC s should be: 

- innovative and adaptive; 

- dynamic and entrepreneurial; 

- fully aware of the need for social  justice; 

- professional,   ideologically free to work either 

for private or for public enterprises. 

B.      Possible Sources for the Required Management Resources 

Leaving aside the possibility of importing management from abroad, 

whioh should be U3ed only as a stop-gap solution,  the internal  sources 

of managemont resources can be classified and analyzed as follows: 

1. The traditional  families versed in business activities. 

2. Employees within existing companies. 

3. The self-made entrepreneurs. 

4. The professional business school. 

Sources 1 to 3 above do not at ail guarantee management resouroes 

in the quantity and quality required for an LDC s development,   since 

either they produce such resources   idapted to the status quo  (sources 

1  and 2),   or in very small  quantities due to social and educational 

restrictions (source 3). 

In view of these difficulties,  the professional business sohool 

would seem to be,  at least theoretically, the be^t potential source. 

Through it,  social class determinants of success could perhaps be 

by-passed,  and the training and experience unobtainable in family-owned 

enterprises oan perhaps be transmitted.    Further,  it is an institution 

where efforts oan be concentrated,  where decisions can be taken in 

relative isolation from the pressures of the environment,  and where the 

quality and quantity of the output  (graduates)  can be varied in a 

planned manner. -    •   •• 
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C.      Evaluation of the Present  Capability of the Professional Business 
School to  Supply Management Resources and  Services 

In actual  fact,  the contnbut  on of business schools to economic 

development in the past has been rather insignificant.    Some of the 

possible reasons explaining this phenomenon are analysed below: 

1.    Traditionally,  university-level business schools trained 

students  to work within the existing business environment,  which 

meant that they were given tools (commercial law,  accounting, 

statistics,   sales methods) to qualify them to be middle-level 

employees at best,  little emphasis having been placed on training 

for.decision-making.    These traditional schools employed part-time 

professors drawn from the business or professional ranks (primarily 

accountants and lawyers),  who taught to part-time students who 

were concurrently low-level business employees. 

These schools have generally restricted their activities to 

the training of their regular students,  and have carried out very 

little research,  consulting work or management development efforts. 

2.      More recent efforts to establish modern business schools have 

run against very serious obstacles,  analysed below, which have 

much reduced their effectiveness: 

(a) great scarcity of professors trained to use the new 

teaching methods,  tc teach the courses required in the 

new programmes,  and to conduct the new activities planned 

for such schools; 

(b) the few persons potentially able to apply the new teaching 

methods and teach the new courses,  trained abroad in all 

likelihood,  are young and lack teaching and practical 

business experience; this situation is preserved by 

the tendency of these schools to contract their professor» 

on a full-time basis without providing them with an 

opportunity to obtain business experience; 
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(c)    the majority of business school graduates,  in the 

aDsence of special  efforts by the school,  are 

immature for business decision-making ooth because 

they have not received or been able to absorb formal 

training in this at school,   and because they have 

no family training in it. 

Whether the business school graduate comes from the traditional 

school described in 1,  above,   or from the more recent efforts described 

in 2. above,   the established business community,   perhaps partly in 

self-defence but to a great extent with reason,  does not accept him 

/is having the required abilities to fulfill  responsible jobs.     The 

graduate is seen as having been taught by inexperienced professors 

fcither too practical (fully adapted to the environment)  or too 

theoretical,  and as having no feel for the problems of the local enter- 

prise,  but  sometimes giving the appearance of knowing too much (too 

theoretical) and being unwilling to get "his hands dirty".    However, 

as will be seen in the following sections of this paper, much can be 

done to reinforce the capability of the business school to provide 

the required management resources and services. 

Ill -    MEASURES TO INTENSIFY INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY 
COOPERATI Olí  "MD TO REINFORCE TT3 CAPABILITY 
OF THE BUSINiSS SCHOOLS TO SUPPLY WELL-TRAINED 
MANAGEMENT RESOURCE? 

A.      The Assumptions behind the Suggestions of this Paper 

The suggestions of this paper rest on a number of assumptions 

which should be stated at the outset.    If these assumptions, discussed 

below, do not obtain in a specific case, then it may be necessary to 

ensure their application before the suggested measures are implemented. 
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1. The business school 3hould preferably De part of a University 

so that it may draw on the various services which the latter car, 

off(3r, but it should be relat -vely free from in ernal and external 

pressures which might prevent its attempting to introduce new 

methods.  Specifically,, very close cooperation should be obtained 

between the Business School and the Schools of Mechanical, Electrical 

and Industrial Engineering, with many programmes being jointly 

administered. 

2. The business school should employ the majority of its 

professors on a full-time basis, and should provide these 

professors with assurances that their chosen career is a worth- 

while one which will provine them with a reasonable level of 

stable inoon.e. 

3. The business school should select its students ccrefully on 

the basis of their abilities, avoid unfavourable proportions of 

students to professors, and require that its students dedicate 

to their studies as close to full-time as possible, although 

special courses for part-time students may be established. 

4. The Dean or Director of the Business School should be 

convinced of the need to find new methods to assure its effective- 

ness; he should also be fully acceptable to tiie business (public 

and private) community, and should have ready access to their leaders. 

5. The persons respomsible for the school need to clearly define 

the levels at which the school will work, to avoid producing 

graduates who do not fill any specific needs of the business 

oommunity which is to receive them. 

B.  The Objectives of the Suggested Measures 

The measures suggested in this paper fulfill the following objectives: 

1.  to make the school's graduates acceptable to the business 

community, by being adapted to the requirements of the country, 

with a certain amount of down-to-earthness; 



2. to  orient  the school's training towards entrepreneurship 

and decision-making,   and towards the preservation of a rational 

open mind conscious  of the social responsibilities of a modern 

administrator in an LDC; 

3. to give the business  community controlled access to the 

school,   but not a decisive vote in its affairs,   so that a working 

rapport may be established; 

4. besides  its regular academic programmes,  to promote the 

school's participation ii. programmes to improve the capabilities 

of the management of already established enterprises,   so as to 

increase the short-term effectiveness of the school. 

C.      Suggested Measures 

Although a balanced composite approach to the problem is needed, 

this paper will emphasize two measures (the establishment of management 

consulting sei/ices in the business  school,  and of summer work periods 

as part of the regular student's programme),  partly because they relate 

specifically to the author's personal experience,  and also because the 

author believes that these two measures may provide the backbone for the 

whole approach to industry-university cooperation. 

Again,   although a balanced composite approach is recommended,   if a 

choice of priority had to be made,   the measures designed to increase the 

level of experience of the profess rs should be initiated first. 

1.      Measures Designed to Raise the Level of Practical Experience of 
the ftrofessors, through Increased Contact with the Business 
Community 

The objective of the following measures is to place the young, 

academically well-trained full-time professors in close contaot 

with the national realities in which the business community carries 

out its activities,  to bring a good measure of realism to. his 

teachings, and make him more acceptable to the business community. 

Of course, the professor's teaching load should be designed to 

permit him to engage in these additional activities: 



(a)    The creation of a Management  Trauung and Advisory Centra 

3nployir±fe- the same  staff as deals with the regular 

academic — ogrmmrr    the Centre would  conduct  all manage- 

ment development programmes,   and would carry out 

consulting work on the various aspects of management and 

technology.     All professors of the business school should 

have some contact with the activities of the Centre,   either 

on a rotation basis,   or on a part-time basin.    Even some 

of the students of the regular academic programmes should 

also become involved in its activities. 

The training activities could aot as au introduction of 

the business community to the school,  out of which 

consulting work could result.    Apart from benefits to the 

school,  its professors and students,  the activities of 

the Centre would,   oi   course,  directly and quickly benefit 

the business community. 

The Centre should charge for its services, although perhaps 

the cost schedule adopted at the beginning of its operation 

should not be too high as to frighten away the potential 

customers.    All contracts should be entered into by the 

Centre as a body;  individual contracts should be dis- 

couraged,  if not forbidden.    Since tht Centre should be 

a non-profit organization, whatever "profits" are made 
should be used: 

(i)    to purchase necessary bibliography and equipment, 

and to cover the coat of training trips and colases 

of Centre staff;  and 

(ii) the remaining funds, to be distributed among the 

staff participating in the Centre's activities 

according to some predetermined formula. 
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Such an arrangement would have the benefit of providing 

the professor with a supplementary income beyond his 

regular salary, whi ;h would mean an a* ded incentive 

for him to btay in the school and not be tempted by 

offers from the business community. At the same time, 

since contracts would be entered into by the Centre and 

not individually by the professors, a minimum standard 

quality of work will be assured, which would add to the 

reputation of all concerned. Further, since the Centre 

would distribute the work and abilities, all the 

professors would have a chance to participate in the 

Centre's activities, while if such work were left to 

the initiative of the individual professor some, because 

of greater reputation, contacts or more forward 

personality, would perhaps have much work and others 

would even have none. 

To break the initial reluctance of the business community 

to use such services, specially when being provided by 

a university, it is of great importance that such a 

Centre be initially reinforced for a few years by a strong, 

highly qualified but practical group of senior staff 

taken from other institutions offering similar services, 

if possible through i  U^J project designed for this 

purpose. The cost of establishing such a Centre, necessary 

for a country's development in any case, is lower if it is 

placed within a university as part of the business 

sohool's activities, since at least part of the facilities 

and staff of the school can then be assigned to the Centre, 

and only some additional facilities and staff may be 

necessary. The Centre should also be able to draw freely 

from the staff of the schools of electrical, mechanical 

and industrial engineering at the university, if they exist, 



and of other related departments as well. Indeed, if 

such engineering schools exist in the University 

concerned, the Centrv should perhaps be sponsored 

jointly by the business school and such engineering 

sohools. 

The Centre should, of course, have a Director of its 

own, apart from the Dean of the business school. This 

Director, who bhould have full academic status in the 

businesc school, should be well-trained and fully 

acceptable to the business community. A committee, 

formed of representatives of the local and/or national 

business associations, public bodies and so on, should 

be formed to advise the Director on all policy decisions. 

The School of Administration and Economics of the 

Universidad Madre y Maestra (UCMM), Dominican Republic, 

prepared a project in 1909 for UNDP financing for the 

creation of just such a Centre, on the basis of the 

reasoning outlined above. The project was approved by 

UNDP, but has not yet been implemented, partly due to the 

laok of a local director who the University felt would be 

able to mobilize the business community in support of the 

activities of the Ce tre. The importai oe of a qualified 

Director can thus not De under emphasized. Naturally, 

the school can carry out management development activities 

without such a Centre, as the school of the UCMM had done 

in the past. But the danger in this method is that the 

effort may be discontinuous and dispersed. 

As pointed out in sections (0) and (c) below, and in 

III.C.3 (c) further on, the Centre could also be the place 

where business school professors could carry out re sear oh 

work and the preparation of business cases, and where a 

business information service could be established. 
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(b)    Th. oromotion of ..V«ì•BB research ^ the  ^feasors 

Part of the prof«   sor' s duties  should  be f, carry out 

research into the m .nagement problème  Dì  the country, 

if possible using student  assistant,  for this purpose. 

This research should result whenever possible in 

published reports, made available freely to the business 

community. 
(o)    Th» preparation *Y Feasors »f Caching cases 

As a result of consulting and research work,  the school's 

professors,  with the aid of students if possible,   should 

work in the preparation of business cases.    Such local 

cases should become an integral part  of the various 

courses offered by the school's various programmes,  since 

they are a great aid to training in decision-making,  and 

to orienting the school's teachings towards local 

problems.    The school  of the bCMM carried this out on a 

limited basis with some success.    The students responded 

favourably to the experience, 

(d)    Leaves of absence to professors to work in public or 
private enterprises 
The school  should promote and probably even require the 

granting of leaves of absence,  for a summer or a full 

year,  for professor    who lack practical   experience to 

work in local enterprises.    Such work,  to be considered 

as part of the professor's job,  should fit into his 

interests,  and should be clearly designed to improve 

his capabilities aB part of the staff of the school. 
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Many schools do not permit  such leaves,  for fear of 

losing the professors permanently to the enterprise 

in whioh he will work.     If the Bchool provides a 

satisfactory place of work,  both from the point of 

view of intellectual  satisfaction and income,  then 

the danger is minimized,  and the risk should be taken. 

2.      Measures Designed to Give Practical Experience and Business 
Maturity to the Regular Student 

The objective of the following measures is to introduce 

activities into the regular aoademic programmes of the business school 

whioh will permit the student to obtain a good feel for the real 

problems of his cour/ry and a mature approach to business problems. 

(a)    The design of the plan of studies 

In LDC's,  where business conditions often change 

rapidly,  a broad social-science based business 

education is probably desirable.    On the other hand, 

especially because of the initial opposition of the 

business community to the granting of responsible 

positions to graduates,  the student should obtain a 

good command of certain management tools, particularly 

accounting, which   light help to impr BB prospective 

employeeb.    In sum,   che plan of studies should strive 

to prepare a "generalist" with some elements of u 

"specialist"5 a tall order for sure, but one which 

should be attempted.    From the experience of the 

School of Administration and Economics of the UCMK, 

a programme whioh would to some extent fill the above 

outlined specifications is a 5 year programme after 
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secondary school,   of which the first year ¿/is dedicated 

to general  education,   and the second and third to a good 

oasis of  social  sex, ICB  (economics,   sociology,  political 

science).     The third year also should include some 

introductory course in management and probably an 

accounting course.    The fourth and fifth years would be 

dedicated to management  courses,  with economics coursée 

interspersed.    These last two years would include basic 

courses in all the fields of management (marketing, 

produotinn,   etc.), more advanced elective courses  in 

certain fields of concentration chosen by the student, 

and courses such as Management  of New Enterprises designed 

tc give the student an entrepreneurial outlook.     Accounting, 

with an emphasis on management accounting,   should be 

followed throughout the programme. 
The only real alternative to the above-outlined pia« of 

stuües is to have a more general undergraduate degree 

of 3 to 4 years,  preferablr in the social sciences, 

followed by a post-graduate programme in business 

administration of 1  to 2 years.    However,  in an LDC,   at 

least for the time being,  such a programme would only 

serve to train a smaU elite of graduates who can afford 

to continue atudyiu0 :x  so lo.g,  and -.he cost to the 

community,  in terms of scholarships, would also be great. 

Undoubtedly,  such a programme can be started a few year, 

after some good under-graduate schools have been developed, 

especially after a group of capable professors have been 

trained. 

2/ If the country concerned has a good secondary school education, this 
y first yeaTcan be eliminated from the plan of studies. 
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(b)    Teaching methods 

To implement  the plan of  rtudies outlined  above,   the 

courses  should be t aght  in such a wa^,   that they directly 

relate  to the  business problems  of the  country.     To 

achieve this,   the following suggestions  are made: 

- the use of business cases relating to local enterprises 

should be much encouraged (see also section III.C.1.(c) 

above ) ; 

- advanced courses should be designed on the basis of 

seminars or roundtables,   with a high degree of 

responsibility assigned to the student  for the conduct 

of the course,  and with local  businessmen being 

invited to participate in the discussions; 

- the preparation of a "Professional Report",   a type of 

small  thesis,  should be required in the last year as a 

pre-requisite for graduation,   and should be based on an 

actual business problem or a business opportunity. 

The School of Administration and Economic« of the UCMM 

has applied these teaching methods with wide acceptance 

by the students and the business community. 

(o)    Summer work prograrciuc 

In our opinion, the measure that would help to assure, 

more than axiy other,   a reasonable degree of experience 

and maturity in the school's graduates is the establish- 

ment cf summer work programmes as requisites for graduation. 

Fcr that reason, we instituted auch a programme in the 

School of Administration and Economics of the UCMM, 

together with the School of Engineering (eleotrical, 

mechanical and industrial). 
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Th. proff—.  »hi<* "»*«* to function In the summer of 
1967,  ^ the follo,inB characterise s which were consigned 

ir r ¡îeglament covering this activity: 
-the student,   »Uhm   •> five ye=œ study programme,   had tc 

comply with ue-ïï-^eriods »ach of two months duration, 

to  be  able to  graduate; 
. the first,   ,fter the second year of his study progra-e 
 ~  J      *   o+  thp iHvel of laDOurer preferably had to  be carried out  at  the level 01 j.  r 

in an industrial  enterprise; 
- theseçond,   after the fourth year of hi. study program 

had to be carried out  at the level of mana^emenl^BSX^ 

in an enterprise,   either commercial or industrial; 

- the school assigned profesor* to supers se the students 

during their work periods; 
- during his worK period,   the st^nt was m.hjeot to all the 

,^,i  raiM and ocrulUlm,. of mpiowmt of the enterprise 

^TTTreceived a basic remuneration to cover his subsisten, 

cost,   after the school  and the enterprise had agreed on 

the conditions of work   md payment; 

. the school wan to make  .11 possible efforts to ¿laçe^he 

student for his F .mmer work period,   but the final 

"" -T+, nitiiïiii.- a plaov: of work was vested responsibility xn outainni& J. ^*- 
on the student,   subject  always to the approval of the 

school; 
- for the summer work period to be valid,  the student had to 

preBent to the school,  within 30 days after the end of 

the period,   » «hort report,  between 3 ^d u pages long, 

describing the experience obtained during the work period, 

~* a letter from the enterprise describing his work and 

behaviour. 
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Since the work programme applied to  those  students who had catered 

the school in 1965»  "kne first-leve. work periods  (Insurers)  were started 

in 1967 and the second-level  (management  assistant)  in 19¿»9«    By 1971» 

slightly over 100 business  administration students hid carried out their 

first level work periods,   and 35 "the second level. 

Because of university disturbances which prolonged the 1970-71 

academic year into the summer of 1971»  no work programme was carried out 

in that summer.    At the same time,   primarily because the burden of finding 

work places had apparently become excessive for thoe^ administering the 

programme at the moment (it must be remembered that students following 

the economics programme and those of the School of Engineering wore also 

required to carry out  summer work periods),   the programme was changed so 

that only one two-month period,  of indeterminate level,  was required 

during the whole five year study programme;  all other aspects of the 

programme were maintained.    The summer of 1972 saw the application of 

this new policy. 

During the life of the programme,  the business school students have 

been placed in 33 different enterprises to carry out their second level 

work periods.    If the two levels are considered,   about 50 enterprises 

have participated in the programme. 

The acceptance of the programi 3 by the students   nd the business 

community has been very favourable.    Jáven the work aü  the level of 

labourer never met with real opposition,   contrary to our expectation 

when it was instituted.    We believe that this programme was one of the 

main factors contributing to the acceptance of our school by the business 

community. 
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A side-effect of Buch r. programme  is that  it  serves  is •-. placement 

mechanism  after produotion.    Of the 50 graduates in bueinea« administration 

who had participated by 1972 in the work programme (those who graduated in 

1970,   1971,   and 1972),   six had found permanent employment  with the enter- 

prise with which they had carried out  their last   <ork period. 

Notwithstanding the success of the programme,  the decision,   against 

the wish of many,  to require only one summer period of indeterminate 

level points out clearly the logistics problem involved.     The only 

conclusion is that much time and attention needs to be dedicated to 

the management  of such a programme,   and that very close contacts need 

to be maintained with the business community.    ¡Naturally,  the existence 

oJ   a Management Training and Advisory Centre,  outlined in section 

III.C.1.(a)  above,  would do much to facilitato the implementation of a 

summer work programme by establishing the required close contacts with 

the business community and by helping to identify prospective enterprises 

for inclusion in the work programme. 

3.      Other Measures Designed to Establish Formal Ties between the 
Business Community and the Business School 

Further efforts,  along the lines outlined below,  can be made to 

promote formal ties between the business community and the business 

school: 
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(a) An Advisory Committee tc the Dean of the School 

It  is very useful  for triu Lean of the busn^se  school  to have 

an advisory committee formed of distinguished administrators 

from the private and public sectors.    The problem ìB to really 

make it  operative,   and not  just decorative;  this ìB the 

responsibility of the Dean who must  ootain .and maintain a 

close personal relationship with thj taninessmen who sit 

on the committee. 

The School of Administration and Economics of the LCMM 

established such a committee in 1%3 when its programmes were 

bei -g designed,   and it  continued in operation for about 2 years. 

It was effective in its beginnings,   and much valuable help was 

given by it in the formulation of the school's programmes. 

Undoubtedly,   its existence holped the School to become known 

to the business community much before it started graduating 

student3.    However,   it lapsed into disuse,  and eventually 

disappeared, to a great extent because the Dean,  who at the 

moment had few people on whom to delegate responsibilities, 

had to dedicate his time to other efforts which were at the 

moment,  more demanding. 

(b) Employment of local administrators as part-time professors 
of the business school 

Any of the LDC's has a number, however small,  of successful 

administrators who have the ability to synthesize and generalize 

their experiences.    The school can gain much by contracting 

suoh men on a part-time basis, especially young professionally- 

trained administrators who are in very responsible positions 
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either because  of f-anil.   tics  or because they hive directly 

gained the position.     These men can be used to conduct 

orientation meetings,   occasional lectures,   last year seminars 

and roundtables,   or even introductory courses.    They bring 

to the school their practical  experience,   .and give a needed 

balance to the more theoretical  approach of the full-time 

professors.    The business man himself benefits by being 

forced to kuep up to date in his field and to draw conclusions 

from his  experience. 

The School of AcLministration and Economics of the UCMM, 

although basing its programmes primarily on full-time 

professors,  made strong efforts to have this type of businessman 

in its lecture halls,   with marked success. 

(c)    The business school as a centre of information for the 
business community 

With the cooperation of the staff of the business school, 

and if possible of the school of engineering,  the university 

library or the specialized management liorary can create a 

collection of documentation and information for the use of 

the businessman,  who wi.1 see the school    s offering him 

a direct  and useful service. 

(d)    Feed-back from the school's graduates 

The business school should maintain close contact with its 

graduates as they become placed and rise in local  enterprises, 

to obtain their view on the usefulness of the academio 

training which they received from the school. 

^^—m 
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(e)     Professors paid by loca,   enterprises 

Once the  business  community his achieved respect  for the 

school's dt-dicition to service,   some  enterprises may be 

willing to  cover tht   cost of sume of the professors of 

the school. 

I\J    -    CON GLU SI OH S 

A.      Difficulties Involved 

From the above,   it should bo clear that measures can be taken to 

improve the relationship between the business community and the business 

school,   to their mutual benefit.    However,   each of the measures indioated 

above require much planning for their implementation, much attention 

for their continuation,  and time-consuming contacts with businessmen, 

all  of which me::ns a high cost.     The persons responsible for the   >UBiness 

school who initially have the confidence of the business community are 

usually very few,   and these have to divide their attention "between the 

regular academio programmes and student affairs,  and the external 

relations needed for the success cf many of the meaeores outlined in 

these pages. 

For the above reasons,   even if a school  is able to initiate some of 

the measures here outlined,  it may find itself unable to continue their 

implementation because of the rise of new ideas, needs and pressures. 

Such iu to an extent the experience obtained in the School of Administration 

and Eoonomice of the UCMM. 

Therefore, to make the business school a centre of servioe to the 

national economy,   and not merely a producer of graduates, the school 

should be reinforced,  both at the level of its directors,  and at the 

level of its staff. 
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B. The  Importance of the Dean or Director of the School 

As indicated throughout  this paper,  the Dean of the School  will 

be hard put  to  implement many of tne measures here suggested if he does 

not  initially have the  confidence of the business  community and the 

time to carry out  these activities.     Id^xLly,   the Dean should  be a 

very well-trained professional  with close contacts with the  business 

community.     He should have two assistants,   one for the academic 

aspects of his work,   and the other for the external activities. 

If a Management  Training and Advisory Centre is established to 

conduct the external activities of the school,   then the Centre's 

Director should,   of course,   also be fully acceptable to the business 

community.    This Director would take the place of the Dean's assistant 

for external  activities mentionod in the above paragraph and would be 

responsible to the Dean who would coordinate the academic and external 

activities of the school. 

C. General Reinforcement 01  the School 

As indicated previously,   it will normally be necessary to reinforce 

the school's staff to make it  capable of implementing the measures 

outlined in this paper.    If it  ia   iccepted that the business  school is 

at least  potentially the best place for the offering of services to 

the business community,  then efforts should also be made to avoid the 

dilution of such services among several unrelated self-contained 

institutions such as Productivity Centres, National Training Schemes, 

Research Organizations,  Consulting Servicec and the Business Schools 

themselves. 
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The concentration of service to the business community in onu 

or several business schools,   depending on the country's requirements, 

should preferably be done with the assistance of the financing and 

expertise of an international organization which would provide the 

school with equipment,   additional staff for a few years,  and training 

facilities.    As indicated in section III.C.1.   (a)  above,  in the 

discussion on the establishment of the Management Training and Advisory 

Centre,   such international  assistance would help to break the initial 

reluctance of businessmen to using such services.    This assistance 

would also provide the Dean of the school with the necessary staff 

to which to delegate part  of his responsibilities,   while local 

personnel if? being trained as a result also of that  assistance. 




